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nest? more romance
GEORGE -WOOLLS
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Photo left shows
single bladed
airscrew in the
extended position. Right, is
th e a r s c r e w
folded showing
11 e g d 'r o p p e 11
down into the
slot, free wheel
disengaged and
the blade lying
ﬂat along the
fuselage.
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HE argument “ to freewheel or fold ”

is still as rife as
ever; contests are won with equal facility by either, and I
do not intend to take cudgels for either side now.

'However, while I am still at the moment-in love with the
simplicity of the freewheel, I have been toying with the idea
of folders again. Oh yes, I have used them, and I have been
almost scared of them by the difﬁculty of getting the blades
to fold ﬂat. The skew hinge works, if you get it right, but
that " getting right ” can be no easy matter. It is hard to
be sure that the hinge angles are correct until you cut the
prop and fold it, and then there are hours of juggling if they
are not right. Then when you start playing with blade, hub
and hinge separately, the fun starts and the correct pitch
goes haywire.
As I wanted to try a double-bladed folder the thought of
all this, plus the fact that I like both blades to have the same
pitch angles, decided me to try and think up some other way
of doing the job.
After much sketching and thought, the solution became
plain, and once seen, the scheme seemed so obvious and
simple, that I can’t understand why it has never been pub—
lished before, and skew hinges thrown out of the window
long ago.
As will be seen from the sketches, the blades are pivoted
between side plates extending from the hub. The blade roots
are of circular section, and as the blade folds the pivot drops
down the slotted pivot hole in one side plate, causing the
blade to twist through its pitch angle, and to lie ﬂat on the
fuselage. In the case of a single blade folding on the top of the
fuselage, this action will take place solely under the action of
air pressure and gravity on the folding blade. However,
where the blade must fold on the side as in the case of a
double-bladed folder, the blade must be caused to twist by
means of an elastic band arranged as shown. This band should
pass over the hook on the blade, from one side plate to the
other (not just on the slot side) in order to eliminate friction
due to the blade root bearing on one side plate only when
folding.
This method does, I think you will agree, simplify folding,
but we haven’t ﬁnished yet with the advantages. Provided
that the diameters of the blade roots are the same, blades
may be replaced or changed, thus allowing experiments with
different diameters, pitches, and shapes to be made. The
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Wound motor drives
the Airscrew through
Driver (9) and Clutch
(6). At the same time
the Airstrew Hub is
forced forward against
the Spinner Backplate
(I1), clearing Stop (7).
See Fig. I.
When Motor is unwound Airscrew starts
to free wheel, the forward driving force
exerted by Driver (9)
on Clutch (6) is lost.
Rubber Bands folding
Blades
cause Blade
Roots (2) to bear
against Backplate (12),
forcing Airscrew Hub
back to engage Stop (7)
beforecompletefolding
takes place. See Fig. 2.
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blades will always fall ﬂat as long as the slot is long enough.
A slot equal in length to the diameter of the blade root will
allOw a prop having a pitch/diameter ratio of 1% to 1 to fold
ﬂat, 3. higher pitch /diameter ratio will require a longer
slot.

It will be seen that it is the angle with respect to the blade,
at which the pivot passes through the blade root, that governs
the pitch, therefore care should be taken when drilling this.
Make the hub complete with side plates drilled and slotted.
Fit the blade in place and mark it’s root through the hole in
the side plate. Draw a line right around the root coinciding
with this mark. Support the root on a wooden block, set the
blade to correct angle by means of a template, and drill a hole
horizontally through the exact centre of the root slot. Four
hands are required for this job. A jig, consisting of a rectangular block of metal drilled through the centre, with a hole
to suit the blade root and at right angles to suit the pin hole,
will simplify the drilling and increase the accuracy.
Having solved the folding problem I did a bit more thinking ;
with this “ set up ” for folding, hand winding may be indulged
in, not normally an easy proposition, as apart from holding the
blades out, one normally has to push the tensioning spring
back, so that the stop-bar clears the locating pin. To solve
this, we ﬁnd another application of the Garami type freewheel (the best yet). The stop pin is hinged and lightly
spring loaded, as shown, so that when Winding, the pin is
forced down and over-run, but is always there to do its job
when the time comes.

It should be possible to do away with the automatic stop,
and tensioner in the case of a single-bladed folder. "If a
normal free-wheel is used, the counter weight will swing low
directly the blade starts to fold, causing it to fall on the t0p
of the fuselage.
A method of eliminating the spring tensioning on a double—
bladed folder, enabling a pre-tensioned motor to be used, is
illustrated in Fig. l and 2 at the top of this page and may prove
worth trying. Fig. 1 shows the unit in the open position, and
Fig. 2 in the folded position. The Clutch (6) is a normal
type "Garami" free wheel, as shown in the lower ﬁgure on the
opposite page, except that the arms are bent at an acute angle,
but there is one spring wire stop. My own experiments
along these lines indicate that the scheme is a practical one,
but that the hub must be an easy sliding ﬁt on the shaft.
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